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Most of us have a knit sweater that we take out of storage every winter. But there's so much more you can do with needles and thread. From the top of your head to the tip of your toe, you can learn how to knit the ideal garment. Consider these free patterns to create charming, handmade pieces of clothing. All you need
is knitting needles, threads and some basic knitting techniques. Read on to see how you can put your clothes on your own back. Announcement Free Socks Knit Patterns Do not have cold feet. Use these patterns to create socks that are comfortable and pay attention. Free ribby sock knit pattern The ribbed pattern of
these socks is simple, but the eye-catching look makes it look like a complicated project. Free Bulging Boot Socks Knit Pattern Protect your feet from both the elements and the hard massage of your winter boots with these thick socks. Free hand point patterns You'll have to knit well in your hand when trying one of these
projects. They'll keep your hands busy while you work, and warm when you're done. The Free Mittens and Headband Knitting Pattern Wooly gloves are a classic knit project, and the matched headband makes it ideal for winter. Free felt hand knit pattern with felt look and elegant fringe, these gloves will warm you up on
cooler days. Free Hat Knit Patterns These projects come directly from the top of your head. Free Baby Daisy-top Dot Hat Baby Pattern is just part of a nice garden with flowery topper in this hat. Free penguin baby hat knit pattern as well as the penguins sit on their eggs to keep them warm, this lovely hat sits just above
your baby's head to keep you nice and toasted. Free Mohair Look Hat Knit Pattern With this pattern, you can knit a hat looking like a much more expensive, manufactured hat. Free Gull Stitch Knit Pattern The classic knit hat is always in style, and easy to make for even the initial 3er. Free scarf knit patterns To stay warm
or just to bring an outfit to life, scarves will do the trick. The patterns in this article will give you some great ideas. Free simple scarf knit pattern with a shiny yarn, you defend yourself from the cold and make a bold fashion statement at the same time. Free Confedened Scarf Knit Pattern Be the star of your own parade with
this colorful scarf. Free Popcorn Scarf Fabric Pattern This scarf pattern stands out with bright colored grains. Free Striped Scarf Knit Pattern The traditional school scarf lives again with the use of this alternate colored pattern. Scarf fabric pattern Free you can create the illusion of two woven scarves along with this unique
braid pattern. Seven-Eleven Free Scarf Knit Pattern This design looks complicated, thanks to the intelligent use of two knitted needles of different sizes. Free tube scarf fabric pattern More than a scarf, this pattern can also serve as a fashionable hood or hot hood. Free Beautiful scarf knit pattern Thanks to large needles
and a wide stitch, this pattern sits freely around your neck. Free Fringe Scarf Knit Pattern You can stay warm and still have a bit of style with this eye-catching scarf pattern. Free floral scarf knit pattern Be your own bouquet with lovely flowers on this scarf. Free herringbone scarf with Pom-pom fringe knit pattern The
classic look of herringbone in this scarf is enhanced with a delicious swollen fringe. Free butterfly scarf knit pattern with a subtle recurrent shape and carefully placed beads, this pattern shines positively. Free boa knit pattern There are no feathers, but you can use thread to create an elegant boa with this pattern. Free
ripple scarf fabric pattern Say no to straight lines. Make the wave look unique to this scarf pattern. Free Mermaid Scarf Knit Pattern This pattern is quite simple, but choosing yarn and fringe tail will send you under the sea. How to knit The art of knitting is surprisingly easy to learn. Collect the basics of knitting with these
simple steps. Point Instructions Knowing how to put basic stitches together will allow you to create a wide range of point projects. These tips will show you how to do it. The fabric can also provide cosy décor. The patterns on the next page will show you how to do projects that transform the look of your home. Janet
Wickell Double Hearts Duvet Block Pattern Choose from four finished block sizes when you make double hearts. I designed the block for Valentine's Day, but it's getting more popular even though that date has passed. Hearts are the perfect way to send love, and with multiple sizes to choose from, it is possible to
choose a block to fit the scale of any quilt, from a miniature to a baby duvet to a one-bed design. Try to change the contrast a little and change the fabrics to suit your needs. Plus four patch fabric block patterns The blocks on this page represent some of my four patch patterns, but certainly not all, and the links don't try
to cover four patch designs found in my fabric patterns. Explore my pattern galleries to see hundreds more, and remember... the list grows every week: Quilt Block Patterns GalleryQuilt Patterns GalleryEasy Quilt Patterns for BeginnersBaby Quilt Patterns A symmetrical pattern is a pattern in which convergent lines form
an angle that slightly resembles a sharp angle. When two patterns are symmetrical, one becomes exactly the same as the other when flipped or rotated, depending on primary resources. A common example of symmetry is reflection. The image of an object looks exactly like the object when rotated through an angle of
180 In geometry, some shapes have lines of symmetry. Such a shape is symmetrical because, when folded along that line of symmetry, it gives two equal halves that look exactly the same. Symmetrical patterns are evident between normal objects or proportionally shaped objects. Para Para quilters, or for any quilter
who wants to complete a simple and fun project, the following easy Quilt patterns are the perfect padding projects. These duvet patterns range from stunning wall patterns to an attractive and glamorous night bag. The links below will take you to wonderful duvet patterns with easy-to-follow instructions, useful illustrations
and photos, and a free duvet pattern that you can download and print. Have fun and enjoy making an easy duvet pattern: the elegant Keepsake padded pillow pattern fits any home décor. Announcement Learn how to edre or review the basics with our refresher course. Pass through our duvet patterns to find your next
quilting project. Learn more about the timeless art of padding on our padding page. The bar and block duvet edge pattern makes a charming duvet edge inspired by a chessboard. Have fun with the contrast color by making this duvet edge. Download the bar and block fabric border pattern as PDF to print the pattern.
You'll need to extend the edge of the fabric to 125%. To make the edge pattern of bar and block fabric: Cut A and B of fabric and contrast fabric. Point A to contrast A to A. Stitch contrast B to B to contrast B. Stitch AAA's to BBB's to create the necessary lengths. For each corner, sew a 9-with-B patch, using 5 B and 4
contrast B. Use this border in your favorite fabric pattern on the Fabric Patterns page. Like this duvet edge? Check out the other fabric edge patterns. Isn't that what you're looking for? Try these: Find a quilt you like on our Duvet Designs page. Pass through our duvet blocks to find one for your next quilting project. Learn
how to edre or review the basics with our refresher course. Large tissue block patterns can be used in many ways. The most obvious use is to sew a large block duvet that (often) goes together faster than a duvet made of (much more) smaller duvet blocks. Try one or more large duvet blocks to sew pillowcases that are
sewn with the color scheme for any room in your home. Use a large fabric block to create a medallion-style fabric: some are perfect for knit designs as well as horizontal adjustments. Very large duvet blocks can be the perfect solution when sewing a wall pendant, all you need is a single block surrounded by edges. All
blocks are listed with their finished sizes. Broken Dishes Quilt Block Pattern (15 - a traditional duvet block pattern) Checkerboard Flower Basket Blocks (16 design that is nice either at the point or in a straight fit)Double hourglass duvet blocks (18 - another block that is for beginners)Kentucky Cross Roads (17 - try this to
create blocks with a square center and patchwork that points diagonally in four directions)Mother's fantasy star (15 - excellent for patriotic quilts , but can be thematic in any Chain blocks (blocks of 16 that are filled with lots of fast parts patchworks)Oddfellows Star Quilt Block Pattern (16 and similar to Oddfellows Chain -
you'll find many ways to vary their appearance)Quilt Premium Block Pattern (15 - this design is very similar to Bear's Paw) Crossed Square Quilt Blocks (14, and a very easy block with lots of design options.Lincoln's Platform Quilt Block Pattern (14 , a very easy duvet block that is surrounded by a patchwork frame)Little
Chicken with Heart (the actual block ends in 14 squared, but the instructions explain how to make a 24 square duvet with a patchwork edge a solid outer edge)Tea Rose Quilt Block Pattern (14 - not really a rose, but a magnificent duvet that is perfect either themed or scrapyard)Tudor Rose (14 , a unique design that
doesn't really look like a pink) pink)
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